SPECIALTY GREASES

DIELECTRIC GREASE
Seed, lubricate and protect electrical components and connections with Bulldog® Dielectric Grease.
- Protects electrical connections and wiring from salt, dirt and corrosion
- Extends the life of bulb sockets
- Prevents voltage leakage around any electrical connection
- Prevents spark plugs from fusing to boots, required for modern high energy ignition systems
P/N 4628-942707
.33 oz. (9 g) tube in blister card 10/pk

FIFTH WHEEL GREASE AND SLIDER LUBE
Reduce friction and extend the life of the plate with Bulldog® Fifth Wheel Grease and Slider Lube.
- Graphite / moly formulation for increased protection against wear
- Outstanding adhesion properties for extended protection
- Environmentally-friendly, biodegradable pouch
- Easy, no-mess application
P/N 4628-2904002
2 oz. (57 g) packet 60/cs

HIGH TEMPERATURE ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND
Bulldog® High Temperature Anti-Seize Compound preserves threaded and static part integrity during long and severe service and prevents galling, fretting, pitting and corrosion.
- Withstands extreme temperatures
- Coats mating surfaces for fast and easy disassembly
- Resists seizing and galling
- Highly water resistant
P/N 4628-1556040
40 oz. (1.14 kg) brush-top can 12/cs
**THREADED LOCKER**
Lock fasteners in place. Protect them from breaking loose or becoming damaged with Bulldog® Thread Locker.

**Breakaway Strength**
- Does not migrate on parts
- Fast cure and of relevant
- Locks nuts and screws
- Seals medium-size threaded parts
- Remove with normal tools
- Holds torque tension spaces
- Prevents vibration loosening
- Chemical resistant
- Prevents keyway backlash

**Anaerobic Sealant Primer**
Bulldog® Anaerobic Sealer Primer removes grease and oil from surface and reduces cure time on anaerobic sealants and adhesives.
- Speeds cure of anaerobic sealants
- Acetone solvent in primer evaporates in seconds and will not interfere
- Can be handled within 10 minutes, full cure in 1-4 hours

**Aerosols**
- 4.5 oz. (120 g) can 12/cs
- P/N 4028-840350

**Battery Cleaner**
Clean batteries, terminals and cables—just minutes—with Bulldog® Battery Cleaner.
- Improves connections
- Prevents corrosion
- Excellent rubber lubricant
- High temperature properties

**Breaker Cleaner**
Bulldog® Breaker Cleaner removes excess contamination to assure nothing gets in the way of your braking system.
- Fast Acting
- Power steam feature blasts brake dust, dirt, grease and other contaminants away
- Non-Chlorinated
- Low VOC formula
- Approved for use in all 50 States and Canada

**Heavy Duty Hand Cleaner with Pumice**
Quickly scrub hands clean of the toughest dirt, grease and grime—while protecting skin with aloe and lanolin—with Bulldog® Hand Cleaner with Pumice.
- Heavy duty hand cleaner for oil, grease, tar, resin, paint and cements
- Pleasantly scented, containing lanolin and aloe
- Fine-ground pumice provides maximum penetrating power
- Works faster than standard orange hand cleaner

**Multi-Purpose Degreaser**
Penetrates oils and greases with Bulldog® Industrial strength, fast-acting, high-performance component cleaner.
- Strong degreaser for general purpose parts cleaning
- Use on all metal surfaces and on oil resistant rubber and plastic
- Comes in a convenient aerosol application

**Parts Cleaning Solvent**
- Designed for use in solvent reclaiming equipment
- Can be recycled indefinitely through solvent reclaiming program
- Use full strength

**Heavy Duty Hand Cleaner**
Bulldog® Heavy Duty Hand Cleaner is a highly effective, fast-acting hand cleaner that removes the heaviest grime, grease and grime with Bulldog® Heavy Duty Penetrating Oil.
- Thoroughly cleans grease and grime from hands
- Removes soaps, paint and most grime
- Contains lanolin for skin conditioning
- No water needed

**Multi-Purpose Metal Polish and Sealant**
- Bulldog® Multi-Purpose Metal Polish and Sealant.
- Concentrated, fast-drying metal polish
- Formulated for hand cleaning or buffing
- Original seven is restored with effortless cleaning
- Clean, polish and protects—all in one
- For use on aluminum, chrome, stainless steel, brass, copper, nickel, gold, pewter, magnesium and beryllium
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